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A SENSE OF PLACE

From the end of the ice age, when the forebears
of the luscarora and secotan and pomioc indians began
settling the pamlico-tar rlver banks, the river has
provided a sense of place," like all rivers, our
river provides a natural link of energy and life
between the land, waters, and living things of the
watershed. but the river also provides a unique
mental connection between the people living along it,
a set of shared feelings and experiences that, taken
together, define our shared sense of place.

Some might say this is because the historic role
of the river for transportation persists in the
modern landscape and culture. Some might say the
river provides a regional identity that transcends
artificial boundaries. i would say, simply and
without further explanation, that the river is the
soul of our region.

The Pamlico-Tar River Foundation seeks to keep
the waters of the river clean, and to conserve the
natural resources and quality of life that make the
pamlico-tar area a special place to live. to identify
those qualities that make our region and our rlver
special, we need to explore our sense of place.

That's what SHORE LINES is all about. During the
Foundation's Maritime Heritage Festival, area writers
gathered to produce a collection of poetry and prose
which reflects the way we feel about the pamlico-tar
River and eastern North Carolina. The contents of
this volume will, we hope, help us to better understand
the special, elusive parts of the whole that make up
the sense of place associated with our very special
PLACE.

Jonathan Phillips
Executive Director
Pamlico-Tar River Foundation
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PAF1LIC0-TAR RIVER HERITAGE FESTIVAL

e meet in an old church

with ghosts and ancient live oaks

planted in the yard

Our director, a geographer

convenes the meeting like a priest

doesn't speak of sediment and flow

talks soul

"The river is the soul of the place"

he preaches

I PICTURE whirlpools

swirling off canoe paddles

(Plato says souls spin)

i see a wheel connecting earth and sky

clouds, rain, river, and evaporation

Elders speak

In the old church, I listen.

Amy Hannon



ON OLD TOBACCO BARNS

Scattered throughout the bright leaf belt

those barns of brown and gray

covered with their rusting tin

left standing in decay,

Outmoded now by progress

replaced by whirling wheel

new squatting bulks, all just alike

of plastic, wire, and steel

Outmoded now by progress

no one hands there anymore

or ties green leaves on slender sticks

to hang six days to cure;

no one gathers there to work or play

or pass on the local news

or cuts a melon in your shade

to cool the priming crews,

Outmoded now by progress

through all these years you've stood

tool of a special breed of men

who fired with oil and wood

who checked their leaf through smell and touch

who cured in you with pride,

Outmoded now by progress

and something special died.

Taylor Koonce



THE MULLET STROKE

It ain't like it was couple of years ago. With
the mullet, i mean,

a few years back the pamlico rlver this time of
year was so full of jumpin' mullet that nobody, not
even the worst fishermen, could fail to get 'em a mess,

It ain't that easy now,

Either there just ain't as many mullet in the
river (most likely) or there are just as many but they
don't jump any more (less likely),

At any rate, I can't catch a mullet these days,
The drop-off in jumpin' mullet has made my particular
fishin' technique obsolete,

i never had any patience with a hook and line.
If the turtles don't get my BAIT, the LITTLE FISH DO.
After a few hours of feedin' three-dollar-a-pound
shrimp to 25-cent-a-pound fish and dime-a-dozen
turtles, i get as fed up with the fishin ' as those
critters are gettin' fed up with my high-priced bait,

Mullet fishin' used to be a different story,

I could take my 12-foot Sears and Roebuck aluminum
jonboat, tie up to a piling, and wait for them mullets
to jump by.

Then I'd take my old Slazenger tennis racket— it's
warped but still solid—and swat the fish into the boat
as they jumped past,

on a good day i could fill up the boat with jumpin'
mullet, every one of em with a tennis racket burn on
the. gills.

Lots of folks never believed I fished that way,
Like this lawyer who fishes nets in the Pamlico.



He told me he caught mullets in his net, and
that when a mullet gets scared he tenses up and
becomes real hard. the lawyer said he didn't think
you could swat one of them tensed-up mullets into
your boat without breakin' your racket,

Shows what a Beaufort County shyster knows.
With a smooth stroke and a little backspin, it don't
matter how tensed up a fish gets. Long as you get
that right, the only problem you got is smackin' a
mullet out of bounds, into somebody else's boat.
if he falls in the water the fool thing will jump
again directly, and you can take another shot at him,
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The Colonel believed me, and wanted to try my

FISHIN METHOD DOWN ON THE NEUSE RlVER. He WAS
WORRIED THAT MULLET-SWATTIN ' WOULD RUIN HIS TENNIS
STROKE.

i don't play no tennis, so i couldn't say, i

did recommend a racket with nylon strings, though.
Them gut strings just can't take all that moisture.

a mullet is dumb, but toward the end of the
summer they get a little smarter and don't jump when
they see you out with the racket. then you gotta
outsmart 'em. thing to do is go out in white shorts,
a white alligator shirt, and a floppy hat. that way
the mullets think you're really on your way to play
tennis and don't get skittish.

The only real problem I've had is "mullet elbow",
'cause the ol joints can take a beatin' after you've
been whackin' fish all day. i don't usually get the
mullet elbow, though, ' cause my boat ' s so small it'll
usually get full of fish and sink before i can swat
enough mullets to hurt my elbow.

i don't wanna lead you to believe that i

invented this sport. i learned it from an old
hermit who lived in a duck blind on chocowinity
Bay. I once saw this guy smack a mullet with a
30-year-old Wilson racket, into the bottom of
his skiff with just the right spin to make it

bounce into a cooler he had up on the bow. that
ol' boy was the bee-jorn borg of mullet fishin',
I RECKON.

Back when the fish were plentiful, I'd go
after mullet with my tennis racket all the time,
i got to where i didn't know if "serving mullet
meant puttin' cooked fish on the table, or tossin
live ones into the air and usin my racket to
smack 'em into another fisherman's boat.

But like most all the other fish, there just
ain't no mullet in the Pamlico like there used to
be. I'm goin' to have to get into a new racket.

J. D. Phillips
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A FUNDAMENTAL VIEW OF THE BIRD

Who said ducks is gotta fly north?

There's these Mallards
RIGHT HERE IN RlVER ClTY
didn't get the word
They just lazies 'round the pier
twelve months to the year
EATIN' BUGS AND corn;

If they'd listen to the word
do like they's suppose to
join up with the flock
they'd be up at Hudson Bay
or somewhere up that way
where the great mallard once was born;

But this is a rebel bunch
making their own way
floating 'round quacking liberalisms
in the summer sun
havin' too much fun
the devil's gonna gett'um;

And they're raisin' up their diddles
the same way
learnin' each duck son and daughter
to swim in our warm water
we ought not to lett'umj

I say: "Ducks is gotta fly north!"
They always has
it's the rule

I LEARNED that in school
I 'm gonna take my gun
and shoot'um,

Taylor Koonce



A BEGINNER COULD START WITH DUCKS
10

All you do to cook a wild duck is put it on the
grill over medium heat, some folks stick hunks of
apple or onion in the cavity where the guts were.
I don't. The total cooking time for a large wild
duck is only about half an hour, which isn't enough
time for the apple or onion to impart any flavor.

Medium heat is around 375 degrefs at the grill
surface. Hardware stores sell inexpensive thermometers
for grills, or you can use the burnt-palm method i

prefer. all i do is hold my palm out close to the
GRILL'S SURFACE. If I CAN HOLD IT THERE FOR ABOUT
five seconds before snatching it away, the heat's
medium. Less than that means the fire's not hot
enough. Better to have a little more than less heat
for ducks, as they tend to dry out, and prolonged
cooking fouls em up.

i rotate the bird every ten minutes or so, with
more time for the breast side. if i have a secret,
it's basting the bird with orange juice while it's
cooking to moisten it. i usually squeeze oranges
right over the duck. sometimes i brush or spoon on a
coating of orange marmalade for the last ten minutes
of cooking time, making sure to get it charred a bit
and browned.

i like to serve duck medium rare, pink but not quite
bloody in the middle, so when i think it's done, after
say, fifteen minutes cooking on the breast side and tf'

on the back, i poke a small hole in the breast, rich
BESIDE THE BONE, AND TAKE A LOOK. If THE BLOOD DOES
run out and it looks red inside, i know it s done.

i take the duck in the house on a platter with some
orange or apple wedges and i show it to the guests,
who say, ooh, and aah, because a whole duck roasted
crispy brown over_ a fire is a beautiful, primitive
thing to see.

David Putnam
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BIG SHOW ON THE PAMLICO

verse 1 you know one thing, boy?

That ole Pamlico River

is just like a great big movie,

a wide, wav-y screen

With all-day shows about real folks,

Havin' fun, feelin' free

And actin' groovy,

chorus i love those shows on the pamlico

i love those all-day fam'ly shows

i love the kids in the river

Havin' fun galore

While the mamas get ready for

Dinner on the shore,

i love the sailboats

swayin' in the breeze,

Those suntanned gals

On the water skis;

And I love the folks fishin'

an' fussin' all day

About the great big fish

That got away!

Man, I love those shows, those fam'ly

shows,

Those all-day shows on the Pamlico!

Those crazy shows, those wavy shows,

Those all-day shows on the Pamlico.

Edward L. Voliva
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GRANDPA

Grandpa used to rock in a large wooden chair
on the landing at the top of the stairs, back
AND FORTH, BACK AND FORTH. We CAME TO LOVE THAT
OLD FAMILIAR CREAK OF THE WOOD AS THE CHAIR AND THE
FLOOR MADE THE RHYTHM AND THE MUSIC FOR HIS STORIES.

Grandpa died, and when I went back to visit the
house, i would lie there in my old familiar bed
trying to go to sleep, just sort of silently thinking
about all the good memories that we'd shared in that
house—Grandpa telling stories, me sitting on his
knee and rocking in that old rocking chair. i don't
know when, exactly, i realized i could hear that
creaking wood outside my door.

i got up slowly and opened the door and looked
out on the landing, but nothing was there. then i

couldn't hear the creaking sound any more. i went
back to bed and was just about to fall asleep again,
when i heard a scratching metal sound outside the
window, a sound like grandpa used to make when he'd
take the metal pail from the well and slowly go
around the bare ground of the yard picking up twigs,
a scratch and a thump and another scratch.

When I woke up the next morning, I told Grandma
about it. She said they'd often heard the creaking
chair, and when they checked the landing, no one
would be there.

It was a beautiful sunny morning and breakfast
smelled so good cooking. i walked out onto the porch
and into the yard just to enjoy the sunny air. i

walked around the corner under the spreading oak tree
and 1 looked over to the well outside my bedroom window,
There sat that old metal pail—fresh full of twigs.

as told to John Golden
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THE SQUASH PLANT THAT ATE WASHINGTON

The mad Hungarian muttered soft, slow and cruel

no turnips for me, no melons nor peas nor beans

Shall I waste my time upon like a fool

When I can have Zucchini devour the uncleansj

Ha, ha, ha, he giggled in terror

as he watched the horror grow

And then he knew he had made an error

When the thing ate his little toej

Heaven help us, he screamed in anguish

What dreadful thing have I done this day?

All the lights will soon be extinguished

All mankind will be forced to pay;

What can I do about what I have done?

My squash is going to eat Washington.

Leroy Nichols
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SIXTY NINE-GOING ON SEVEN

At sixty-nine a vivid imagination is like
being bald and lefthanded—nothing can be done
about it, you just have to learn to live with
IT,

our residential subdivision is located on
the Pamlico River and known as North Shores,
it should be called canineville, for there are
dogs all over the place.

There is a professional politician in our
TOWN WHOM I SHALL CALL JOE. It IS HIS DUTY TO
CAMPAIGN FOR THE CANDIDATE OF HIS PARTY. IF
HIS SUPERIORS TOLD HIM AL CAPONE HAD BEEN
RESURRECTED AND WAS RUNNING FOR THE PRESIDENCY
ON THEIR PARTY TICKET, JOE WOULD MAKE AN ALL-
OUT EFFORT TO ELECT Al CAPONE. He WOULD
never even think about the disastrous
consequences. now i like old joe, but every
time i see him, part of the gilbert & sullivan
operetta hms pinafore runs through my head.

The First Lord of the Admiralty began his
career as an office boy, and he tells how he
advanced: i always voted at my party's call
and never thought of thinking for myself at
all. i thought so little they rewarded me by
making me the ruler of the queen s navy."

of course, i do not mean to put joe down....

Lonnie A. Squires
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WAKE UP PEOPLE

how much longer will this stream flow

Free of the trash that dwells below?

How MUCH longer will this water glisten?

Wake up, people, take notice and listen!

Your breath may not be pungent and stale

But that which your children will inhale?

Cease to marvel the pumping piston

Wake up, people, take notice and listen!

For those of us who can still breathe

Chide fellow man, in anger seethe

Wake up, people, take notice and listen!

You're driving your own to their extinction

Susan Hardison
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PAMLICO RENDEZVOUS

Twice a week

we meet in that time slot

falling between

the end of the business day

and supper;

Our pulses race, we pant for breath

WE GRUNT, we groan

we gasp and moan;

Then comes a sigh of relief

once again

we survived aerobics.

Susan Hardison

GCLDtH
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EARLY COMMERCE

Today the boat comes from upstream

We rise in early darkness

carry baskets of red corn and

sunflower nuts

to beautiful river

carry clay vessels filled with

dried leaves

of dreamin6-sm0ke

Grandmother tells how this smoke will

see feasts

drum beat, circle dance

rattles made of turtle shell

endless chant

four directions rising

white, yellow, red, blue

bear, eagle, otter, deer

my heart beats, feet fly

not from smoke or grandmother stories

but wanting what beautiful river brings

gifts to seal my cousin's promise

of marriage in the spring,

Amy Hannon
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BLUE CHANNEL CRABS FROM THE PAMLICO RIVER

NO SELF-RESPECTING CAROLINIAN WOULD ATTEMPT TO COOK
i CRAB, HARD OR SOFT, WITHOUT FIRST CLEANING IT, MUCH
.ESS WOULD HE EAT IT,

TO CLEAN A HARD CRAB, ONE SHOULD WEAR GLOVES, WlTH
\ LONG SHARP POINTED KNIFE, GO TO THE TUB OF LIVE CRABS
\ND PIERCE THE SHELL OF ONE, JUST BEHIND THE EYES, THIS
VILL RENDER IT LIFELESS AND IT CAN BE BROUGHT UP OUT OF
"HE TUB ON THE POINT OF THE KNIFE. It THEN CAN BE
'laced in one hand and, with the other hand, the shell
:an be removed, cut out the "dead men fingers" (the
spongy pieces on each side), cut off the face and apron
)n the underside, and clean out the entrails, the legs
1ay be left on or cut off. the claws are broken off
\nd put in the big crab pot after they, along with the
(est of the crab, are washed well with a scrub brush.

For Carolina Hard Crab Stew, put three dozen clean
iard crabs in a big canning pot. add two cups of water,
two red hot peppers, a quarter pound cubed salt pork
"ried out with all the drippings, and bring to a boil.
)rop corn meal dumplings about the size of a fifty-cent
mece into the water right away and allow to boil
rapidly for eighteen minutes, stir occasionally so the
:rabs on top can get down in the juice. The juice may
je thickened slightly just before serving by mixing a
little corn meal in a little water, stirring it into the
^ot, and cooking the stew another three minutes.

Spread plenty of newspaper on the table under the
'lates, because to enjoy crab stew, you must let the
juice run down to your elbows. allow a whole evening
:or dining on crabs cooked this way. this is not a meal
to be eaten in a hurry.

Arlene Crisp Aaseby
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NOTHING IS FOREVER

Long years ago, before this town was made

Beside the river—there were no ships of trade,

no streets nor roads, just narrow winding trails

Trod by the painted Red Man, who hunted bird and beast

For skins to keep him warm, or food on which to feast,-

With stolid zeal, he followed ancient rites,

Toiled through the pleasant days, slept through

the star-lit nights

He swam or fished, engaged in tribal wars,

Smoked pipes of Peace, and gamed upon the shores,

When, from the Blue, large ships from distant lands

Brought white-skinned strangers with clever, knowing

hands

Which felled the trees, built shelters from the rain,

Plowed ^furrows, tilled soil, and planted fruits and

GRAIN

And made of tangled jungle a fertile open plain,

The years rolled on— 'til now there is no trace

Of the stoic Red Man—He's vanished from this sphere

Where once he dwelt, and in some future year

We too shall fade, our signs will disappear

We'll dwell no longer here because a stronger race

Will descend upon this land from realms of Outer Space,

Marion P. Conner
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EAST CAROLINA HIGHWAY BLUES

If these farmers are really as overworked and

undercompensated

as they say they are

it sure doesn't put them in any rush

On the highway;

Late-model pickups fiddle-fart across the

coastal plain

Ten miles an hour below the speed limit

Did I REALLY come here because the pace of

life is slow?

But this is ridiculous.

Maybe they are to be congratulated

For not getting all in a rush

i should learn a lesson

but i squander my prayers on pleas to the

almighty to let me

Drive 55 again,

Jonathan D, Phillips
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A QUART AND A HALF LOW

TO ANYONE WATCHING FROM SHORE, IT LOOKED LIKE
JUST ANOTHER FISHING BOAT, It CERTAINLY WAS NOT
a pleasure boat. no, the slow rhythm of the engine,
the scruffy skiff in tow, the want of paint and
a name clearly labeled it "workboat."

But on this fine and Friday afternoon, the
toothless old crew of the nc2359 had more important
things to do than find fish,

Cap'ns Berkley Harker and John Smith were
haulin' liquor from north harlowe, known in those
days of the early ' 50

' s as the moonshine capital of
the world.

"Slow 'er down a hair," John Smith croaked.
"You're making it mighty hard to pour."

With practiced hand, albeit a little shaky,
Smith poured precisely a quarter of an inch of
bootleg whiskey from each of the sixty half-gallon
FRUIT JARS THEY HAD ABOARD. "SkIMMIN' OFF THE
cream," he called it.

He knew if he started when they left North
Harlowe, he could have three pints of his very own
whiskey by sundown.

As they chugged upstream toward New Bern, they
swapped "war" stories, their voices rose above the
noise of the engine and drifted across the wide
expanse of neuse rlver,

They talked of close calls with the Feds, Of
chums who had been "pen i tenti ar i ed" and how learning
to weave chair bottoms during their many sojourns to
the state pen in raleigh had failed to deter them
from going back to the worm and the mash rake,
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Smith sat in the open door of the engine
room, using his bony knees for leverage as he
went about his methodical measuring of the
white lightning.

"ole zeb," he said, "used to call it squirrel
WHISKEY,"

Cap'n HARKER WORKED THE CRUDE TILLER, LEANING
a little to port, keeping a wary eye out for net
stakes. "Never heard it called that," he said.

"Yep, called it squirrel whiskey. Said when
he went a-huntin' of a cold morning, he'd just take
along his relaxer" and have him three or four drinks
and presently when he'd see a squirrel out on a
limb, he'd forget the gun and climb right up that
tree and catch the squirrel hisself."

Landmarks along the way triggered stories that
each had heard many times before.

They arrived under cover of darkness and
off-loaded their cargo onto the shore of a narrow
creek near sandy point. working as a team, they
made little commotion as they turned the two boats
and headed back out into the river.

Suddenly, their senses were assaulted by the
thunder of a powerful motor, a blinding spotlight,
and the awareness of several guns aimed in their
direction. Federal agents demanded to come aboard
in the name of the law.

It took only minutes to find that they had no
contraband either on board the boat or beneath the
nets on the tiny skiff. the agents left them in a
hail of threats and curses.
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Shaken and silent, the two old men sat
for a few moments reflecting on their close call.
John Smith drew a long sigh. "How deep you
suppose it is here, Berk?" he finally asked.

Harker cranked the engine. "We're in the
channel."

"Oh/' Smith said glumly.

As the NC2839 made her sad way upriver,
MOONLIGHT GLISTENED ON ITS HERRINGBONE WAKE WHILE
FAR BELOW THREE SMALL JARS OF MOONSHINE RESTED ON
THE MUDDY BOTTOM.

Maxine Carey Harker
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FIRST VISIT TO MY BOXED-IN MOTHER

It's like the U. S. Postal Service
One of those storage box stations
no daily pickup and delivery
just storagej

i walk the long hall
Searching for my pigeonhole
Why does it smell like a veterinarian's office?
Fragile birds, caged in wheelchairs, chirp

SOFTLY
Wounded species lie, mouths agape, sleeping past

OLD AGE
One demented torture of a soul screams her

anguish;

Oh, God, keep me walking
Don't let me stop here
i want to run.,, to leave;

She's waiting
Been waiting all day since they woke her at six
For oatmeal at eight;

jOOD
Ier name clings crookedly to the door
-Ield by tape because she's new
^Iext week it'll be in calligraphy and fancy
Now it's precarious and a-tilt;

So is she;

Haven't got space to cuss a cat in
The hug lasts as long as she can stand;

Sit me in the chair »*»»
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We talk
of small rooms
and mute roommates
of large-pea meals that defy hunger
of painting the wardrobe
and red Georgia clay
of broken arms
and Mother's Days pastj

Her facial tic gives the conversation a false
HUMOR

Hair, once auburn, now stands in stubborn white
WISPSj
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i came from her
When she was warm and vital
now her shriveled body makes a comma
On the edge of the chair;

When dusk gathers at the casement windows
I RISE to go;

Lift my feet to the bed now, as you lay me down;

The fourth time I say goodby
I go;
DLEASE
Faster of this universe
Oon't leave that pigeonhole unserviced long
_ife can brim so full
Why does it have to stagnate so irreversibly?
I don't care if the calligraphy
Never makes it to the door,

Jerrie Lynn Oughton
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PAMLICO SUNSET, I GUESS

I lay in Bobby's arms at water's edge

HIS KNEES SUPPORTING MY NECK

MY BODY NUMB FROM TITTIES DOWN

wheel chairs

old beggars

endless hospital rooms

a huge blackness, .

,

i looked into the face of this cousin

who had just saved my life:

"It'll be awhile before we figure

this one out"

If I COULD JUST LIE

under an oak for a year

my back to the sun

I would be healed

LIKE THE OLD CATS IN DADDY ' S BARN.

Hike Hamer
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